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A creative tension runs through the history of visual abstraction: the severity of form, striving to 
disconnect from any real world referent pulls in one direction, while our seemingly ineradicable 
tendency see “our world” pulls us in another. Like clouds, which, at the mercy of barometric pres-
sure, wind, and temperature, still suggest the familiar, abstraction both draws us in and out of the 
seen world. 

Not a uniform movement or idea, abstraction is always situated in the world around it — there have 
been periods when abstract artists aimed to avoid any painterly gesture, and other movements 
which rooted it in the increasingly abstracted visual language of modernity itself. Those battles, 
while informing the present moment, are in most ways long over. In fact, in the last two decades, 
representation and figuration, seemingly consigned to a pre-modernity, have returned with force. 
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Where are we now? This show seeks to capture the contemporary state of abstraction. Many of the 
exhibited works draw on the very suspense between representation and abstraction. This international 
group of artists, using materials and methods as diverse as glass, wool, acrylics, assemblage, and 
photo-collage present a vision of freedom, not beholden to abstraction’s strictures, but working in the 
spirit of its rich and revolutionary history. 

About the Juror:
Julia Halperin is executive editor of artnet News, where she oversees editorial operations for the 
world’s most widely read art news site and manages a staff of editors and writers in London, Berlin, 
and New York. Previously, she served as museums editor of The Art Newspaper, where she oversaw 
international coverage of museums and other major art institutions, and as news editor of Art + Auction 
magazine. Her writing has appeared in WIRED magazine, the New York Observer, and New York 
magazine. Halperin holds a BA in art history and English literature from Columbia University.

Artists:
Heather Abshire, Craig Auge, Joe Banish, Hannah Barnes, Edet Belzberg, Wesley Berg, Krzysztof 
Bobrowski, Capucine Bourcart, Heidi Brueckner, Emma Childs, Matthew Paul Cleary, Zerric Clinton, 
Matt Curley, Catherine Della Lucia, Bennett Gewirtz, Maki Hajikano, Andy Harris, Erin Juliana, 
Christina Kang, Sassoon Kosian, David Levy, Roxi Marsen, Michele Matthews, Hallie Meltzer, Sean 
Mick, Katie Netti, Cheryl Prisco, Scott Reeds, Michael Rundberg, Marlene Siff, Rebecca Stern, Werner 
Sun, Michael Willett, Violet Yin, Robert Zurer 


